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\(^1\)Real-Time Systems Laboratory, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa, Italy
\(^2\)HLRS - University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Computing systems are experiencing nowadays a complete paradigm shift. On the old-fashioned single-processor platforms, sequential programming used to constitute an easy and effective way of coding applications, and parallelism was used merely to easily realise independent or loosely coupled components. True parallel and distributed programming used to constitute a domain reserved to only a relatively small number of programmers dealing with high-performance computing (HPC) systems and commercial high-end mainframes. However, recently, multi-core systems have become the de-facto standard for personal computing and are being increasingly used in the embedded domain as well. Furthermore, in the context of servers, it is more and more common to see multi-processor and multi-core systems realising up to 8 - 12 cores. The according process just continues: already experimental multi-core processors, such as the Polaris by Intel, reach up to 80 cores and specialised processors, such as the Azul Vega, go up to 54 cores, yet the mass market commercial exploita-
tion of these processors will still take a few years. Along that line, high-performance and massively parallel systems are undergoing a tremendous architectural shift that promises to move towards an unimaginable number of interconnected cores and other hardware elements such as local memory/cache elements, within the same chip. As a consequence, in the short future, parallel and distributed programming paradigms need to become more and more widespread and known across the whole base of developers, comprising not only the high-performance computing domain, but also the general-purpose one.

However, the entire ensemble constituting the software stack of nowadays computing systems, comprising Operating Systems, programming languages, libraries and middleware, are still too much influenced by the former non-concurrent era, and are slow at adapting to the new scenario. Furthermore, when dealing with real-time and more generally time-sensitive applications, the support of a General-Purpose OS suffers of various drawbacks: it is often merely limited to priority-based scheduling and some kind of priority inheritance mechanism, it does not provide temporal isolation across concurrently running applications; it cannot properly deal with interactive tasks with performance and end-to-end latency requirements; etc. On the other hand, the use of a full RTOS for complex time-sensitive applications (e.g., multimedia) is prohibitive due to the lack of complex and commonly needed functionality (e.g., high-level communication protocols, middleware, encoding, etc.).

A few GP OSes (e.g., Linux) have been extended for addressing the requirements of complex, distributed real-time applications. However, being developed in the domain of real-time and embedded systems, they lack essential scalability capabilities needed for coping with large-scale systems. Also, various OS extensions and middleware components have been proposed to cope with large-scale distributed systems designed for GRID, High-Performance, or Cloud Computing domains. However, these approaches usually rely on traditional kernel architectures which are not capable of handling many-core nodes.

In this chapter, an overview is made on the limitations of the nowadays Operating System support for multi-core systems, when applied to the future and emerging many-core, massively parallel and distributed platforms. Also, an overview is done of the most promising approaches which have been proposed to deal with such platforms. The discussion is strongly focused on the kernel architecture models and kernel-level mechanisms, and the needed interface(s) towards user-level code.

### 1.1.1 Organisation of this chapter

This chapter is organised as follows: in Section 1.2, various works proposed in the literature about Operating System architectures and kernel models for multi-core and many-core systems are overviewed. In Section 1.3, the focus is specifically on the critical problem of scheduling in multi-processor and distributed systems, comprising scheduling of applications with precise timing requirements.
1.2 OPERATING SYSTEM KERNEL MODELS

Various models of Operating Systems and kernels have been proposed in the literature. In what follows, an overview of the most significant works is provided.

1.2.1 Linux Scalability

It must be noted that the Linux kernel developers community is focusing more and more on the issue of scalability of the kernel in the number of underlying cores. This is witnessed by the announcement\(^1\) by Linus Torvalds accompanying the 2.6.35 kernel release, mentioning the imminent merge of the VFS scalability patch by Nick Piggin into the mainline kernel. This patch aims to remove many bottlenecks at the kernel level that hinder the performance of Linux file-system operations when being deployed on multi/many-core machines. Also, the scheduler subsystem is already designed since long ago with scalability in mind: distributed per-core runqueues and cpusets\(^2\) allow for keeping a limited sharing of data among different cores.

Furthermore, there exist various projects for improving the Linux scalability of the kernel even further. The Linux Scalability Effort project\(^3\), running within years 2001 and 2004, aimed to improve scalability of various subsystems of the kernel. More recently, during the 2006 Kernel Summit\(^3\), Christoph Lameter gave a comprehensive talk about the current status of scalability issues on the Linux kernel, highlighting the importance of robustness to failures. On a related note, Deputovitch et al. presented\(^4\) a mechanism that allows one core to recover a kernel panic occurred onto another core, with applications potentially able to recover seamlessly from kernel crashes. During the Linux Kongress 2009, Kleen presented\(^5\) various known bottlenecks for the scalability of the kernel, and workarounds for avoiding them. Boyd-Wickizer et al. investigated\(^6\) on scalability issues of the Linux OS on a 48-core machine, identifying various related bottlenecks at the kernel-level arising from the use of seven different application benchmarks. Interestingly, the authors conclude with: “a speculative conclusion from this analysis is that there is no scalability reason to give up on traditional operating system organizations just yet.” On a related note, Lelli et al.\(^7\) showed how to improve the scalability of a deadline-based scheduler in Linux by using proper data structures and lock-based synchronization.

1.2.2 Microkernels

Microkernels have been proposed in the research literature as an alternative to monolithic kernels\(^8\). In this architecture, a small code base (microkernel) provides essential services, such as physical memory management and protection, interrupt handling and task scheduling. Most of the classical services provided by a monolithic operating system, like network protocols, I/O device drivers, file sys-

---

\(^1\)More information is available at: \url{http://lwn.net/Articles/398371/}.
\(^2\)More information is available at: \url{http://lse.sourceforge.net/}.
\(^3\)More information is available at: \url{http://lwn.net/Articles/191929/}.
tems, virtual memory management, are provided by special server processes running in user-space. In this way, the operating system is extremely modular, robust and secure. In microkernel based OSes, all services interact with each other and with applications through message passing.

Several microkernel architectures have been proposed in the research literature, most notably the Minix system by the A. Tanenbaum Group\(^4\) and the L4 microkernels [49]. Unfortunately, only a few researchers have investigated the performance and scalability of microkernels on multicore systems. In L4 [49], the basic IPC mechanism is designed to be highly optimised for uni-processors. Moreover, it is not clear how to make the sharing of internal shared data structures, namely for interrupt forwarding and virtual memory, scalable in many-core environments.

Uhlig [81] presented an adaptive mechanism for sharing data structures between microkernels running on different cores, which is a combination of coarse and fine grain locking and Remote Procedure Call (RPC). Also, remote resources are treated differently from local resources.

The use of microkernel based OSes has been investigated also in the domain of supercomputing on multi-processor systems, like happened with the Amoeba [79], Mach [66] and Chorus [67] OSes. These investigations were born from the observation that monolithic OSes used to carry on lot of unneeded functionality on each and every node of a parallel machine, introducing unneeded overheads. Also, the standard communication primitives used on traditional OSes used to be highly inefficient in the context of a multi-processor machine. On the other hand, the approach typical of the HPC domain used to consist in not having a real OS, but rather a small run-time environment provided in the form of libraries. This was too minimalistic and used to lack potentially useful capabilities. So, the adoption of a microkernel based OS was considered a good trade-off between these worlds [78].

A few commercial operating systems were inspired by the microkernel architecture. Windows NT borrowed some of the ideas from the microkernel environment [80], however NT should be considered a hybrid between a monolithic kernel and a microkernel. Also, the Mac OS-X kernel, a.k.a., XNU [73], derives from the fusion of the Mach [66] and FreeBSD kernels\(^5\). However, only some kernel-level primitives and paradigms of Mach were kept, whilst the microkernel architecture has been dropped.

QNX Neutrino [77] was one of the first RTOSes to be available on embedded multicore platforms with a structure similar to a microkernel, with some of the essential scheduling services implemented directly by the kernel for efficiency reasons. OSE\(^6\) is another microkernel-based RTOS. OSE was developed by ENEA, a spin-off of Ericsson AB. In OSE, real-time tasks are implemented as processes that communicate among them mainly through message passing paradigm. Since memory protection is enforced between processes, the OSE kernel is known for its fault-tolerant and high availability features, and it is widespread in telecommunication applications.

\(^4\)More information is available at: http://www.minix3.org.
\(^5\)More information is available at: http://www.freebsd.org/.
1.2.3 Single-System Image

Single-System Image (SSI) Operating Systems have been designed in the context of cluster computing, for the purpose of making the usability and programmability of clusters easy. An SSI OS gives the application programmer the illusion that a cluster is a single computing system with a higher performance. The programmer writes parallel applications composed of many processes which communicate to each other by means of standard IPC mechanisms. Actually, the OS is capable of seamlessly distributing the workload over a distributed set of homogeneous machines interconnected by a network, migrating applications and data as required in order to make an efficient use of the underlying physical resources. The SSI Operating System concept has been implemented for example in Kerrighed [59], openMosix\(^7\) (initially based on MOSIX [6], the project was officially closed in 2008) and OpenSSI\(^8\). All of them constitute variants of Linux, which add to the kernel the fundamental lacking features. A comparison among these approaches can be found for example in [53].

SSI systems aim to realise high-performance computing clusters preserving a local programming model that is unaware of the actual distribution of the load within the network. This allows parallel applications initially thought for multi-processor (or multi-core) systems to easily take advantage of the additional computing resources made available across the network, without any need to explicitly code the distribution logic. While being one of the main advantages of this kind of systems, it also constitutes its very limitation. The actually obtainable performance speed-up depends strongly on the communication patterns among the processes composing an application. However, the assumptions of the programmer about locality of data and processes are subverted when the application is deployed in an SSI cluster. The interaction overheads (now implying networking latencies) may sometimes nullify the potential advantages due to the increased available overall computing power, unless the application is carefully coded considering the deployment environment. This kind of problems may be mitigated by proper monitoring and migration strategies at the SSI kernel level, e.g., by trying to keep those processes which interact too frequently on the same machine.

It is also noteworthy to mention that there are approaches to exposing a SSI runtime to applications in a cluster which do not require any specific OS/kernel adaptation. For example, this has been done for the Java language, to allow for the seamless deployment of large parallel Java applications, with many threads but non-necessarily distributed, over a cluster of physical machines [87, 3, 86]. These approaches require the realization of proper mechanisms into the run-time of the language itself, and they usually do not require any special support from the OS/kernel.

\(^7\)More information is available at: http://www.openmosix.org.
\(^8\)More information is available at: http://www.openssi.org.
1.2.4 Operating Systems for Multi-Many Cores

Research on multiprocessor operating systems is active since a long time, much before the multi-core paradigm became so successful. Two broad classes of kernel organisation have been proposed by Lauer and Needham [45]: message-based and procedure-based approaches. In a procedure-based kernel, there is no fundamental distinction between a process in user space and kernel activities: each process performs kernel operations via system calls, and kernel resources are represented by shared data structures between processes. Conversely, in a message-based kernel, each major kernel resource is handled by a separate kernel process, and typical kernel operations require message exchanges. The procedure-based approach closely mimics the hardware organisation of Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMP) with Uniform Memory Access (UMA): this is the basic organisation underlying monolithic kernels. The message-based approach closely mimics the hardware organisation of a distributed memory multicomputer, and this is the basic organisation of microkernels. Chaves et al. [38] compared remote memory access versus remote invocation for kernel-kernel communication in a NUMA machine without cache coherency. In the first case, access to shared resources is performed by accessing remote memory using a remote locking mechanism; in the second case, it is achieved through invoking an operation on the remote node. The work is outdated, because of the advances in hardware architectures, however, some of the basic findings are of general validity: in particular, remote invocation is preferable for long operations, while remote memory access is preferable for short critical sections.

Many different papers [38, 45] have insisted on the tension between lock-based communication and synchronisation versus remote invocation. Depending on the underlying hardware architecture and on the different structure of the operating system, and depending on the requirements of the applications (performance, security, scalability, etc.) sometimes the lock-based approach seems to be the most appropriate, sometimes the remote-invocation approach proves to be the best approach.

Andrew Baumann et al. recently proposed an OS model called Multikernel [25], which advocates for independent kernel instances on the individual cores, allowed to interact solely via message passing. All kernel-level information and status data that needs to be shared among multiple cores is therefore replicated between them, and kept synchronised by explicit protocols. This way all communications among cores and processors need to be explicitly coded, and this naturally leads to asynchronous communication patterns, largely used in distributed systems, which enhance the possibility for the system to parallelise and pipeline activities, rather than having cores stall waiting for implicit cache coherence protocols run by the underlying hardware. Interestingly, in the Multikernel view, the fact that the OS does not rely on shared data does not preclude applications to be developed with a shared memory paradigm.

Also, Multikernel envisions a hardware-neutral OS model, where for example the part of a CPU driver in charge of handling the communications between different cores, may actually take advantage of available low-level information about the cores topology and their interconnection infrastructure. For example, different hardware-level mechanisms may be exploited in order to send messages among cores sharing a
L3 cache, as compared to the ones needed to send messages among cores that do not share such a cache, or reside on different processors.

The Multikernel model has been implemented as the Barrelfish\(^9\) prototype, and preliminary measurements seem promising, especially on the side of scalability of certain critical operations involving all the cores (e.g., TLB shootdown). However, the experimental results available so far are to be considered as preliminary, due to the still incomplete implementation of the Multikernel concept.

Yuan et al. proposed GenerOS [85], a variation of the Linux kernel explicitly addressing heterogeneous multi-core systems. In GenerOS, the cache contention on the same core due to different types of activities going on within a system is reduced by means of partitioning the activities among the available cores: application cores, dedicated to running applications and exclusively user-space code; kernel cores dedicated to running exclusively the kernel-space part of the system calls invoked by the applications; interrupt cores dedicated to servicing interrupt requests. A set of modifications to the kernel are required to allow system calls to execute on a core different from the application core invoking the functionality. Also, kernel cores run one or more kernel servers. Each kernel server is dedicated to one or more system calls, it waits continuously for requests of that particular set of system calls from the application cores, and serializes their execution, avoiding any context switches among requests from different applications.

The fact that kernel-space code is handed over to different cores than the ones where the main applications code is running, together with the serialisation of kernel-space system call executions by the kernel servers, causes a decrease of the contention in accessing the cache, when compared with a plain Linux system, as shown by the experimental results performed by the authors. However, the serialisation of system calls execution is somewhat against the current trend in the Linux kernel: from the ancient ages in which the kernel-space code was non-preemptible, in recent years a lot of effort has been dedicated just for increasing preemptibility of kernel code, which is well-known to reduce latencies and improve responsiveness of the system. Even if the presence of multiple cores may mitigate such problem, the situation is not expected to be tremendously different when high workloads are in place with a nearly saturated system. Therefore, more investigations would be needed in order to understand what is the impact of the proposed OS model on various application classes, especially on interactive and real-time ones. An issue of the GenerOS model is constituted by the proper OS configuration in terms of balancing among the various types of cores, as well as the number of kernel servers and how system calls are distributed across them. In the initial prototype, the authors used a static configuration, but they also observed that this is one of the troublesome issues to be faced in their proposed OS model.

Boyd-Wickizer et al. proposed Corey [12], an Operating System designed from scratch around the need for allowing applications to make an efficient use of massively parallel and multi-core hardware. The authors highlight that kernel-level shared data structures may cause unneeded overheads when accessed from multiple cores, even

\(^9\)More information is available at: http://www.barrelfish.org.
when the applications that are being run would not need to share any data. For example, process and file descriptor tables are potentially at risk of being contended among multiple cores, even when the applications running on them are accessing independent processes and files. Therefore, it is proposed to delegate the responsibility to decide what is shared across which cores as much as possible to the application. This is done via a specialised API allowing applications to define and control three main elements: shares are areas of scope either local to a core or global for a set of identifiers; address ranges are memory segments explicitly assigned to shares; kernel cores are cores dedicated to the execution of kernel code, i.e., interrupt handlers and the kernel-side part of system calls (which are handed over from the application cores to the kernel cores). Experimental results seem promising, in that a reduction of the overheads due to contentions on kernel-level data structures is achievable, at the cost of a little complexity for the application developer, who needs to properly set-up shares and address ranges.

Wentzlaff and Agarwal proposed the Factored Operating Systems (fos) [84], an OS model that builds on concepts taken from the distributed computing world, in order to reduce contention on kernel-level shared data structures. Specifically, the fos architecture foresees the partitioning of cores between applications and kernel services. Each kernel service is implemented by one or more specialised servers that run on kernel cores, and bits of service-based computing are reused for allowing each kernel service in distributing its workload to the available kernel servers, similarly to load-balancing techniques in web servers. The fos Operating System is still under development, and it is being entirely redesigned from scratch, based on a microkernel structure, where the concept of relegating OS functionality within specialised servers that communicate by message-passing mechanisms to each other and to applications is already in place. Also, in fos, each kernel core runs a single kernel server that enqueues requests in an input queue and services them in a serialised, non-preemptible way. This removes (in the opinion of the authors of this approach) the need for having traditional temporal scheduling of kernel cores. Actually, it is foreseen to have a form of cooperative scheduling, by which a kernel core, while serving a request, can yield explicitly the core so that it can serve other requests, while it waits for some device and/or other kernel servers to respond. The way kernel servers service applications requests is planned to be based on stateless protocols, so that subsequent requests of the same application can be potentially handed over to different kernel servers for a better load distribution across kernel cores.

Interesting investigations in this area have also been carried out recently by Schubert et al. [68, 69, 70, 71]. In [68], a Service-Oriented Operating System (SOOS) model is proposed, constituting an enabling technology for future distributed collaboration scenarios called Future Workspaces. In this work, it is suggested that the Operating System should possess a distributed and heterogeneous nature. A Main OS instance is the one offering the most complex services to applications, comprising process management, virtual memory management, I/O, networking, and a graphical user interface, whilst other OS instances exhibit a limited set of functionality focused/specialized on the capabilities locally available on the nodes they are running on. Specifically, it is envisioned that an Embedded Micro OS instance should
be used to directly control remote resources and devices, while a Standalone Micro OS instance should be used to expose access to virtualized resources made available through virtualization technology by some further Operating System. This structure will enable an unforeseen enhanced level of experience for mobility, where the actual resources (computational power, storage, data) will be maintained remotely through dedicated corporate server farms, thus greatly reducing administration efforts.

One advantage of such a structure is that the Operating System may easily embed the additional features needed by GRID applications [69], which usually are made available today by means of specialized extensions to the OS. SOOS introduces a novel resource provisioning concept [70] that differs from existing approaches of Grids and Clouds, in that it aims for making applications and computers more independent of the underlying hardware and for increasing mobility and performance.

One of the ideas that is stressed in the SOOS concept, is that the programs do not necessarily need to be written in a parallel nor distributed way, like it happens in the MPI approach. Rather, it should be possible in principle to take a sequential application and automatically identify those portions of the program code that may be run remotely, then migrate them on a more powerful Embedded OS instance for a faster execution. The additional latency due to the distribution of the functionality would be largely compensated by the increased performance of the code when running remotely. For example, this would be easily the case for a laptop designed for mobility running the main OS instance, whose code is partially remotely executed on a high-performance remote machine. In order to achieve this, sophisticated monitoring mechanisms will need to be built into the OS, such as monitoring the memory access patterns, building statistics on the frequency of access to the various pages, tracking dependencies and interactions among various code segments.

Also, in a cloud environment, a vast amount of computational resources will be at reach of each process across the web or locally. Therefore, the SOOS concept calls for deep investigations into dynamic and intelligent processes (re)distribution policies according to resource availability and demand, and it proposes [71] a micro-kernel OS architecture model designed to compensate these deficits.

All these elements are under investigation in the context of the Service-oriented Operating Systems European project\(^\text{10}\).

All of the above mentioned approaches to the (re-)engineering of the OS kernel model for dealing with massively parallel systems are of extremely interesting. However, these approaches are at a quite preliminary and conceptual stage, with only some of them having experimental prototype implementations. Therefore, these do not constitute consolidated approaches proved to be industrially viable, feasible and understandable for a wide audience. More research needs to be performed on this side, addressing scalability, efficiency and programmability issues for all of the sub-components of an OS kernel, and investigating on the achievable trade-offs between overall system and individual applications performance and responsiveness.

\(^{10}\)More information is available on the project website: http://www.soos-project.eu/.
Finally, still there are researchers showing how traditional OS kernel architectures, e.g., as found in Linux, can be improved from a scalability viewpoint (see Section 1.2.1).

1.2.5 Operating Systems for GRIDs

Proposals have appeared in the literature for Operating Systems specifically targeted at supporting GRID systems. For example, Padala and Wilson proposed [62] a GRID OS that has the goal of providing a minimum set of services which are common to all GRID middleware infrastructures, still building on a traditional OS like Linux with as few changes as possible (in fact, additional features required at the kernel level are provided through Linux loadable kernel modules). The core functionality that needs to be added to the OS, according to the authors, is: high-performance I/O and networking, for example relying on copy-free communication primitives and fine-tuning of network stack parameters such as the TCP/IP window size; communication primitives with a better support for such mechanisms as MPI; resource management features allowing for resource discovery, allocation, monitoring; process management capabilities supporting for example global identifiers for processes, which may be used in the mentioned communication primitives for distributed IPC. The point that is made by the authors, and validated by the presented experimental results, is that implementing such services merely at the middleware level, outside the kernel, as commonly done in existing GRID middleware solutions, constitutes a bottleneck in the potentially achievable performance.

More recently, Puri and Abbas conceptualized [64] a GRID OS aimed to support GRID applications, by means of embedding within the OS itself such capabilities as: fault-tolerance and check-pointing, transparent access to distributed resources in a location-independent fashion, load balancing by means of migration of processes and virtualization, and scalability. However, the paper remains at a very abstract level, and it does not discuss practical implications of the envisioned architecture, such as what is required to be supported at the kernel level and what can be delegated to the OS middleware.

The XtreemOS European Project produced XtreemOS [58], a variation of the Linux OS enhanced with Grid capabilities. The XtreemOS extensions to Linux include: LinuxSSI, a single-system image version of Linux based on Kerrighed [59] which allows to register into the XtreemOS Grid a cluster of systems virtually seen as a single, more powerful machine; XtreemFS [37], a networked file-system supporting automatic replication and high-availability of data; process checkpointing; a middleware for management of Grid nodes and submission of tasks; XOSAGA [26], an application-level API for Grid applications which constitutes an implementation of the abstract language-independent SAGA [29] specification, with some XtreemOS specific extensions.

More information is available at: http://www.xtreemos.eu/.
Starting from release 10.4, the Mac OS-X Operating System embeds a simple Grid management middleware called Xgrid [31], which is immediately available on all installations of the OS, if the corresponding service is activated. Xgrid has a three-tier architecture: clients submit jobs to controllers, which in turn hand them over to agents for the actual processing. Clients may submit jobs to the Grid by means of either a command-line tool, or a dedicated API which is part of the OS foundations API. In order to share large amounts of data among Grid tasks, it is possible to use one of the available distributed filesystems, such as NFS. Xgrid is targeted to an easy set-up of Grids with no strong requirements on the number of interconnected nodes and complexity of the submitted jobs. For example, only linear workflows are supported, whereas for more complex Grid settings one can install on the OS one of the other more complex Grid management middleware solutions. Mac OS-X 10.5 introduced Xgrid 2, with some enhancements on the job scheduling decisions, such as the so-called Scoreboard, i.e., a customizable scoring script that may be provided by clients in order to drive the decisions made by controllers about what agent nodes to choose when multiple ones are available. The script may base its score on the availability of particular capabilities of the agent node, or the connection/connectivity conditions, etc. This is useful for increasing the performance of the deployed applications.

1.2.6 Operating Systems for HPC

As detailed in section V. on high performance computing, in classical cluster systems, each processor (in the sense of smallest compute unit) hosts its own operating system environment. HPC jobs typically run on the system in an exclusive way, in order to achieve maximum performance. This means that the respective execution environment does not have to deal with scheduling issues, scale management etc. Essentially, the operating system therefore primarily serves the same purpose as a virtualisation system, i.e. it abstracts from the underlying hardware and deals with I/O of the system, in particular for accessing shared resources and communication between threads, respectively processes. This means implicitly that many of the functions in a general purpose operating system are obsolete for HPC usage and can (should) be removed from the kernel, in order not to produce unnecessary overhead.

As noted, it is thereby of particular relevance for efficient parallel computing that the specific characteristics of the hardware are exploited to their maximum potential, such as the memory architecture of the systems. Therefore, the operating system is typically specifically adapted to the environment, so as to reduce performance loss due to misalignment.

Essentially, most HPC providers therefore reduce the operating system to an essential minimum and adapt the kernel to the specific environment. Obviously, Linux is the primary choice in such cases, due to its open source nature. Microsoft Windows and even Apple Mac OS-X have been demonstrated to work for HPC clusters, too\(^\text{12}\), yet their performance and the overhead for adaptation typically does not fulfill the

\(^{12}\)More information is available at: http://hpc.sourceforge.net/.
expectations - as such, there are for example 475 Linux / UNIX based systems on the Top 500\textsuperscript{13} list (in which systems are ranked by their performance on the LINPACK Benchmark [24, 63]), but only 5 Windows based ones (and none for Mac OS-X)\textsuperscript{14}. With the increasing heterogeneity and hence divergence between supercomputer set-ups and at the same time the growing scale of affordable high performance machines, it is likely that this distribution will change slightly in the near future.

Currently, the most widely used Linux distributions are probably\textsuperscript{15} Red Hat Linux, SUSE Linux Enterprise, Scientific Linux and CentOS. Red Hat Linux\textsuperscript{16} and SUSE Linux Enterprise\textsuperscript{17} are widely used\textsuperscript{18} mainly due to the range of system architectures they support (namely: x86 32 and 64 bit, Itanium IA-64, PowerPC 32 and 64 bit), even though official Red Hat Linux releases are comparatively rare (latest official release was in 2003). The Scientific Linux\textsuperscript{19} distribution is typically preferred over the Red Hat distribution, which is 100\% compatible with Red Hat Linux. As opposed to the Red Hat version, Scientific Linux however is available for free and adaptations to individual systems are maintained by the community rather than by Red Hat. Even though reliability is decreased this way, the distribution adapts quicker to new systems. Scientific Linux supports the following architectures: x86 32 and 64 bit, Itanium IA-64. CentOS\textsuperscript{20} is another popular Linux distribution which bases on Red Hat Linux and is available free of charge. Like Scientific Linux it is mainly maintained by the community, yet the latest versions only support the x86 architectures thus making it less interesting in the future. At the time of writing, 7 machines in the top 500 made use of CentOS.

Even UNIX based operating systems are still in use on HPC clusters, as they generally scale quite well. With a few exceptions, they are mostly commercially distributed which makes them less attractive than Linux in particular in academic circles. The number of UNIX systems in the top 500 basically decreases, with the particular exception of AIX which ships with the IBM machines and supports in particular the PowerPC and the IA-64 architecture, making it attractive for the according clusters.

Though Lameter claims that Linux scales well enough for future large scale platforms [44], it must be noted that this is mostly true for the number of processes but not the number of processors [71, 25]. The authors furthermore claim that due to messaging overhead, a microkernel approach is not a feasible alternative to Linux, yet as Barham et al. could show, the messaging approach scales better than the Linux monolithic structure [25].

\textsuperscript{13}More information is available at: http://www.top500.org/.
\textsuperscript{14}More information is available at: http://www.top500.org/stats/list/35/osfam.
\textsuperscript{15}More information at: http://www.clusterbuilder.org/software/operating-system.php.
\textsuperscript{16}More information is available at: http://www.redhat.com.
\textsuperscript{17}More information is available at: http://www.novell.com/linux.
\textsuperscript{18}At the time of writing this, 18 machines in the top 500 use either distribution.
\textsuperscript{19}More information is available at: http://www.scientificlinux.org.
\textsuperscript{20}More information is available at: http://www.centos.org.
1.3 SCHEDULING

One of the core features of an Operating System is its ability to multiplex the access to the available physical resources to multiple processes/threads that run at the same time onto the system. Some resources may be managed in an exclusive way, i.e., only one application at a time is granted access to it. Other resources, and particularly processor(s) and disks, are managed in a shared way, so that the competing applications alternate in accessing the resource(s) according to some scheduling policy. For the CPU, General-Purpose OSes usually provide Round-Robin based scheduling, where the ready tasks alternate each other after a certain time-slice which may be fixed or dynamically changing. GPOSes have usually scheduling policies designed so as to achieve a high overall system throughput, and to serve processes on a Best-Effort (BE) basis, i.e., no guarantees can be provided to the individual applications. On the other hand, Real-Time OSes have usually scheduling policies which are capable of providing precise scheduling guarantees to the competing applications. To this purpose, RTOSe undertake an admission-control phase, in which a new process is accepted into the system only if its timing requirements may be fulfilled, and the ones of the already accepted processes are not disrupted.

1.3.1 Scheduling on Multiprocessor

When deciding which kind of scheduler to adopt in a multiple processor system, there are two main options: partitioned scheduling and global scheduling. In a partitioned scheduler, there are multiple ready queues, one for each processor in the system, and it is possible to leave a processor in idle state even when there are ready tasks needing to be executed. The placement of tasks among the available processors is a critical step, and doing it optimally is equivalent to the bin-packing problem, which is known to be NP-hard in the strong sense [43, 5]. This complexity is typically avoided using sub-optimal solutions provided by polynomial and pseudo-polynomial time heuristics (e.g., First Fit, Best Fit, etc.) [23, 48, 46, 52].

With a global scheduler, tasks are extracted from a single system-wide queue and scheduled onto the available processors. The load is thus intrinsically balanced, since no processor is idled as long as there is a ready task in the global queue. A class of algorithms, called Pfair schedulers [7], is able to ensure that the full processing capacity can be used, but unfortunately at the cost of a large run-time overhead.

Complications in using a global scheduler mainly relate to the cost of inter-processor migration, and to the kernel overhead due to the necessary synchronisation. Even if there are mechanisms that can reduce the migration cost, it could nevertheless cause a significant schedulability loss when tasks have a large associated context (i.e. data overhead). Therefore, the effectiveness of a global scheduler is rather dependent on the application characteristics and on the architecture in use.

In addition to the above classes, there are also intermediate solutions, like hybrid- and restricted-migration schedulers [14, 10], that limit the number of processors among which a task can migrate, or the possibilities that a task has to migrate (by
disabling preemption). This way, fewer cache misses are expected, and the cost of migration and context changes is lower.

1.3.2 Real-Time Scheduling

The traditional real-time scheduling research area focuses mainly on hard real-time systems, where deadlines are considered to be critical, in the sense that deadline misses cannot be tolerated, because they lead to the complete system failure and possible catastrophic consequences (i.e. losses of life).

However, real-time theory and methodologies are gaining applicability in the field of soft real-time systems, where applications possess precise timing and performance requirements, but occasional failures in meeting them may be easily tolerated by the system, causing a graceful degradation in the quality of the provided service.

1.3.2.1 Scheduling real-time task sets on multiprocessor platforms

Only recently multiprocessing is receiving a significant attention from the real-time community, thanks to the increasing industrial interest in such platforms. While the scheduling problem for uni-processor systems has been widely investigated for decades, few of the results obtained for a single processor generalise directly to the multiple processor case [51].

Unfortunately, predicting the behaviour of a multiprocessor system requires in many cases a considerable computing effort. To simplify the analysis, it is often necessary to introduce pessimistic assumptions. This is particularly needed when modelling globally scheduled multiprocessor systems, in which the cost of migrating a task from a processor to another can significantly vary over time. The presence of caches and the frequency of memory accesses have a significant influence on the worst-case timely parameters that characterize the system. To bind the variability of these parameters, often real-time literature focuses on platforms with multiple processors but with no caches, or whose cache miss delays are known. Also, the cost of preemption and migration on multi-processor systems is a very important issue that still needs to be properly considered in real-time methodologies. Some research in the domain of hardware architectures moves towards partially mitigating such issues. Recently, a few architectures have been proposed that limit penalties associated to migration and cache misses, for example the MPCore by ARM. Some researchers have recently proposed hardware implementations of some parts of the operating system, allowing one to reduce the scheduling penalties of multiprocessor platforms [74].

1.3.2.2 Soft real-time scheduling

Different scheduling algorithms have been proposed to support the specific needs of soft real-time applications. A first important class approximates the Generalized Processor Sharing concept of a fluid flow allocation, in which each application using the resource marks a progress proportional to its weight. Among the algorithms of this class, we can cite Proportional Share [75] and Pfair [7]. Similar are the underlying principles of a family of algorithms known as Resource Reservation schedulers [65]. In the Resource Kernels project [65],
the resource reservation approach has been successfully applied to different types of resources (including disk and network). The Resource Reservation framework has been adapted to partitioned multiprocessor systems in [8] and [9] for the Constant Bandwidth Server (CBS) and the Total Bandwidth Server (TBS) algorithms, respectively. Also, it has been proposed to let the scheduler automatically self-tune the best parameters for a running real-time application [17].

1.3.2.3 Scheduling of distributed real-time applications

The problem of designing scheduling parameters for distributed real-time applications has received a constant attention in the past few years. In [4], the authors introduce a notion of transaction for real-time databases characterized by periodicity and end-to-end constraints and propose a methodology to identify periods and deadlines of intermediate tasks. In [27], the activation periods of the intermediate tasks that comply with end-to-end real-time requirements are found by an optimization problem. In [39], the authors use performance analysis techniques to decide the bandwidth allocated to each task that attain a maximum latency and a minimum average throughput for a chain of computations.

Concerning modelling of timing requirements of real-time applications, usually models similar to synchronous data-flow networks [61] are used. As shown in [11], these models lend themselves to an effective code generation process, in which an offline schedule is synthesized that minimizes the code length and the buffer size. The models used in [19], [20] and [28] are also a special cases of synchronous data-flow, but, due to the inherently distributed and dynamic nature of the considered applications, the aim is not an optimized offline scheduling of activities, but rather an efficient on-line (run-time) scheduling mechanism. Finally, in [41] the problem of optimum deployment, over a physical heterogeneous network, of distributed real-time applications with computing and networking requirements subject to end-to-end response-time constraints is tackled by introducing a formalisation in terms of a Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming optimisation program, both in a deterministic and a probabilistic form.

1.3.3 Scheduling and Synchronisation

Scheduling is an essential problem of concurrent programming, and it has received a great attention from the research community. The problems of concurrent access and of providing a consistent view of shared data structures can be solved in different ways, depending on the abstraction level and on the basic organization of the operating system and programming paradigm. The basic properties that correct concurrent programs must possess were described by Herlihy and Wing [36], and solutions have been proposed both for shared-memory and message-passing. Also, synchronisation is tightly coupled with scheduling.

When multiple tasks need to access a shared resource or data structure, they need to synchronise each other, in order to avoid performing the access at the same time. The basic synchronisation means is constituted by a binary semaphore, which, if already taken, causes the process attempting to acquire the lock to be suspended by
the scheduler, and be woken up later when the lock owner exits the critical section. However, a great research effort has been done in two very important domains: in the literature of real-time scheduling, it is important to ensure that the amount of time a process has to wait before acquiring a lock may be some how kept under control; also, in multi-processor and multi-core scheduling, if the acquired resource is held by a task on another processor, and the critical section is expected to be very short (like it happens quite often in the kernel of an OS), then suspending the current task and performing a context-switch might lead to unnecessary overheads, whilst other policies may be more convenient (e.g., spin-locking). Interestingly, the PREEMPT_RT branch of the Linux kernel has an option [54] for turning (almost) every spin-lock primitive used inside the kernel into a mutex.

In the shared-memory paradigm, all processors can access the same memory, uniformly (UMA machines) or non-uniformly (NUMA machines). A lot of work has been done to improve the basic locking mechanisms. Mellor-Crummey and Scott [57] solved the problem of reducing contention on the shared bus by using separate spin variables for each processor on which each core performed busy waiting. Many papers have proposed improvements on this basic mechanism, e.g., to introduce timeout [72], to reactively change the lock behaviour [50], to balance overhead vs. latency using a mixed coarse/fine-grain locking strategy [83]. Mukherjee and Schwan [60] proposed an adaptive locking protocol that chooses between mutex locks and spin locks depending on the characteristics of the application.

A different approach consists in making a local copy of the data structure (or of part of it), modify it, and later try to commit the changes in the global copy without disrupting the linearisability property [36]. This class of approaches is usually referred to as lock-free or non-blocking or wait-free [34]. Many wait-free algorithms have been proposed for common data structures, like priority queues [76], or stacks [33]. Transactional memory has been proposed as a hardware-level support for wait-free mechanisms [35].

For data structures where reading is more frequent than writing/updating, special mechanisms have been proposed to reduce contention, such as the Read-Copy Update (RCU) mechanism [56], widely adopted within the Linux kernel for accessing critical shared lists. McKenney [55] provides a comparison of several locking techniques in the form of patterns, from different points of view: latency, memory bandwidth, memory size, granularity, fairness and read-write ratio. There is no clear winning strategy and every mechanism has its advantages and disadvantages. A similar comparison has been carried out by Anderson [2].

In the message-passing paradigm, each resource is assigned a server thread which exclusively performs operations on the data structures of the resource. Other threads (clients) must request the operation by issuing a remote invocation via an IPC. This organisation mimics distributed systems where nodes do not share memory. The MPI interface [30] is based on this paradigm.

Chavez et al. [16] perform a comparison of shared-memory communication based on spin-locks vs. remote invocation in a NUMA multiprocessor architecture. Another comparison has been proposed by Chandra et al. [15]. They highlight that the performance is highly dependent on the underlying hardware structure and memory
hierarchy (UMA or NUMA, presence of cache coherency, etc.). However, it can be generally said that message passing is more adequate for long critical operations on processors with high memory access delay, while shared memory is preferable on short critical section on local data structures. Clearly, it is possible to mix shared memory locking and remote invocation [42, 32]. Recently, Uhlig [82] proposed to use IPC or shared memory locking depending on the locality of the data structure with respect to the current node, and to use an adaptive locking mechanism depending on the level of contention.

Due to space reasons, we cannot overview the protocols to arbitrate the exclusive access to shared resources for real-time task sets. However, the interested reader can refer to [18] for more information.

1.3.4 Shared resources protocol in the Linux kernel

The design criteria and performance metrics mainly adopted by Linux kernel developers is overall system throughput and fairness. However, although real-time behaviour and predictability have not been a primary concern until now, Linux embeds a few features that are commonly included in real-time kernels, and the synchronization sub-system does not constitute an exception to that.

In a Linux system, support for mutual exclusive access to shared memory areas is provided at both kernel and user level. In the latter case, this is achieved by means of system libraries (e.g., the glibc and pthreads libraries).

Inside the kernel, critical sections can be protected mainly by spinlocks, mutexes and RT-mutexes. There are other means of regulating the access to sensible code, such as read-writer locks and RCU locks, but describing them in details is out of the scope of this chapter.

The Linux kernel includes the POSIX [1] RT-mutexes, which support the Priority Inheritance (PI) protocol for avoiding Priority Inversion, a well-known problem of systems scheduled under priority-based policies.

In mainline Linux, the only subsystem which uses RT-mutexes is the Fast Userspace muTEXes (futex) interface. A futex is a special implementation of locking primitives which, exploiting atomic instructions and memory coherence available on the underlying hardware, manages to handle the synchronisation entirely at the user-space level in those cases in which there is no contention. When, instead, task blocking and unblocking is needed, then futexes involve kernel-level operations.

In PREEMPT_RT, a kernel branch maintained by a small developer group led by Ingo Molnar, with the aim of making the kernel suitable for very low latency and real-time applications, things are quite different: in fact, when this patch is applied, most of the spinlocks and mutexes are turned into RT-mutex. Basically, at the cost of sacrificing part of the overall system performance, this branch of the kernel reduces significantly the duration of non-preemptable sections and enforces priority inversion avoidance, reducing the performance and predictability gap between Linux and classical real-time kernels.
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